Hiring!

Exploration Field Technicians (EFT)

The Job

Exploration Field Technicians (EFTs) are responsible for performing soil, till, and geophysical field surveys in remote locations. The EFT will be trained and must be able to competently collect soil/till samples and assist with geophysics surveys without direct supervision. EFTs soil sampling will be required to navigate planned traverses and extract soil sample at sufficient depths using a hand-held auger.

Fun Fact: GroundTruth’s largest Gold Deposits have been found using soil samples collected by the GroundTruth team as the prime targeting tool.

Work and Camp Living Environment:

EFTs work in crews of 5-6 people and require individuals to work and live in close proximities to one another for up to 1 month at a time. Camps are made up of pup tents or wall tents in remote locations across Alaska where GroundTruth is performing work. Camps are provisioned with necessities; however, camps are meant to be agile and minimalist as they need to move from site to site following the Geologist direction on sampling traverses. Each crew member is responsible to contribute to daily camp duties (making fires, cooking, dishes etc).

As the Right Candidate You:

• You have a sense of adventure and enjoy working and living outdoors in remote locations and rustic camping conditions.
• Are physically fit; able to hike up to 10 hours in mountainous terrain, carrying a pack weighing up to 80lbs.
• Bring strong navigation skills (GPS, Compass, Map Reading), required to navigate alone in the bush.
• Have or plan on obtaining First Aid Certification
• You have an excellent attitude; a don’t-give-up mentality; and thrive on challenging yourself physically and mentally,
• Have a desire to further your career learning soil sampling and geophysical surveying techniques.

Candidates with Wilderness First Aid; PAL; Chainsaw experience/ Certification will be given preference.

Apply now online at: www.groundtruthexploration.com
All open job posting can be found under Careers.